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ABSTRACT. This paper considers the problem of estimating the mean of a Poisson

distribution when there are errors in observing the zeros and ones and obtains both

the maximum likelihood and moments estimates of the Polsson mean and the error

probabilities. It is interesting to note that either method fails to give unique

estimates of these parameters unless the error probabilities are functionally

related. However, it is equally interesting to observe that the estlmate of the

Polsson mean does not depend on the functional relationship between the error proba-

bilities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cohen [ considers the situation where in observing a Polsson-distrlbuted ran-

dom varlable, some of the values of one are erroneously reported as zero. He obtains

the maximum likelihood estimates of the Poisson parameter X, and B, the proportion of

ones erroneously reported as zero.

Chitgopekar [2] considers the case where for a Polsson-distributed random

variable, while some ones are erroneously reported as zeros, some zeros are also

erroneously reported as ones. Chitgopekar [2] observes that unless the error

probabilities are functionally related, unique maximum likelihood estimates of the

parameters cannot be obtained. Chitgopekar [ then considers some ad hoc functlonal

relationships between the error probabilities.

In this paper we consider a very general relationship between the error probabi-

lities and observe the interesting fact that the maximum likelihood estimate of the

Polsson parameter X is independent of the unctional relatlonshlp between the error
probabilities.
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This paper also considers the estimation of the parameters by the method of

moments.
2. DERIVATION OF THE MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATES

Let X be a Poisson random variable with mean X. Let be the probability that a

value one of X is erroneously reported as zero and 8 be the probability that a value

zero of X is erroneously reported as one. The probability function of X in such a

situation may be written as:

[I B]e-X + =Xe-X for x 0

p[x; X, =, B] Be-x + [i =) Xe-x for x 1 [2.1]

e-XXx /x! for x Z 2

Since we cannot get unique maximum likelihood estimates of X, =, and B unless and

are functionally related (Chitgopekar [2]), we assume that

B f(=) (2.2)

where 0 f(=) 1 for 0 1.

Chitgopekar [2] has considered the particular cases: f(=) =, f (=) =2 and f(=)

v/-- whereas Cohen [ has considered the case f(=) O.

ith 6 f(=), the probability function of X will be

(1 f(=))e-X + =Xe-X for x 0

p(x! X, =) f(=)e- + (l =)Xe-x for x 1 (2.3)

e-X xX/x! for x Z 2

Let XI, X2, XN be a random sample of size N from this population. Let the

number of reported zeros be no and the number of reported ones be n 1. Since for a

sufficiently large N, p(no 0 and nI O) would be very small, we will assume that

in our samples no
> 0 and nI > O. The likelihood function for such a sample will be:

L (Xl, x2, Xn; X, =)

E e-k(l f(=) =k)] nO E e-k(k =k + f ())] nl I* k+ I kX/x! (2.4)

(II denotes the product over the values of x Z 2.)

Differentiating Log L(x1, x2, XN; k, =) partially with respect to k and and

equattng to zeo, we get
T n no= nl(1 =)

k
+

Z + =k f(=) +
k =k + f() N 0 (2.)

(’)E n nl ]x- f (= z +=x- f(=) -x-=x + f(=) o (2.6)

N

where T 2 xi
i=I

It can be verlfied that k f/ (=) 0 does not provide a maximum of the likeli-

hood funct ion.
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After some algebraic simplification of (2.6), we get

noX n 1
_

f) n + no 1

Using (2.7), (2.5) reduces to X2 X 1 /’N’--
Solution of (2.8) gives the maxim likelihood estimate of 1.

X in (2.7), we get a maximum likelihood estimate of =.

(2.7)

0.(2.8)

Uslng this estimate o

It is interesting to observe that the equation (2.8) is the same as equations

(2.8), (3.8), and (4.9) of Chitgopekar [2], and equation (4) of Cohen [. Further,

(2.8) is independent of the function f and thus the maximum likelihood estimate of X

is independent of the functional relationship between and 8.

3. ESTIMATION BY THE NITHOD OF MC.INTS

Let denote the kth raw moment of the modified Poisson random variable X
k

whose probability function is given by (2.1) and let u k denote the kth raw moment of

the original Poisson random variable with mean X, k Z I. We then have

P k (8 +
k’ k _> i.

Let mk denote the kth raw moment of the sample, k >_ I.

and 8 are obtained by solving

# 2 m2

which reduce to mI I + A

m2=12+l+A
m3 1(l2 + 31 + I) + A

where A (8 1)e-I

From (3.3) we get I =,/ m2 mI
^and A ml X

The moments estimators of I,

C.4)

Once again, we observe that we cannot estimate the error probabilities separately,
and that the estimate of I does not depend on the relationshlp between the error pro-
babilities.

4. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESULT

The result that the maximum likelihood estimate as well as the moments estimate
of I is dependent of the functional dependence between and 8 is of great practical
significance. In a quality control type setting, one could come across a situation
where there are errors in observing a Poisson variable as described in this paper.
It would be very unrealistic to expect to know the relationship between the error
probabilities. Our results show that for our primary objective of estimating the
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mean of the Poisson distribution, this lack of knowledge of the relationship between

the error probabilities is no hurdle.
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